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L Summary

Verification and validation (V&V) is the process to ensure that a system is designed
according to its requirements and to confirm that the system actually performs the
required functions completely and reliably. V&V methodology and guidelines are
fundamental to all digital implementations in nuclear plants. The objectives of
R&D projects in the area of V&V are to:

• Evaluate V&V standards and methods for applicability in enhancing
operator support systems at nuclear power plants.

• Develop new V&V standards and methods when those existing do not
entirely meet the needs of these new applications.

• Ensure that V&V of operator support systems is sufficient to meet design
requirements and fully demonstrate that operator support systems
function as intended.

• Provide communication of V&V methods and requirements so that they
are properly utilized.

• Provide V&V methods and tools which will allow the process to be
performed consistently and efficiently, and which enhance acceptance
from users, management, vendors, and regulators.

EL Introduction/Background

The increased use of digital technology in nuclear power plants brings with it
concerns about the reliability of the associated software, which will add new and
enhanced capabilities and perform many functions previously fixed in hardware
logic. Methodologies and tools are needed to help assure the quality of software for
digital systems. Difficulties arising from software problems can affect plant safety,
reliability and availability. Accepted verification and validation methodologies and
tools would enhance the acceptance of digital systems by users, management,
vendors, and regulators through increased confidence in the software. Software
design and development standards need to be developed to improve software
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consistency, to support commercial-grade dedication, to allow the reuse of software
modules in other applications, and to facilitate the development of tools to support
automated software development, verification and validation. Assuring software
reliability is a major challenge that must be met, if the promise of digital technology
for operator support systems is to be realized in nuclear power plants.

Improved technology offers the opportunity to satisfy the need for improved
reliability and capability in operator support systems. However, deficiencies and
unintended functionality in software design and implementation have caused
difficulties in many industrial applications. These errors cause undesirable and
unexpected results and hinder the acceptance of digital applications. They could
also have a detrimental effect on plant safety in certain situations.

An example of the importance of V&V issues was the delay in licensing the
Darlington digital protection system. Because this was one of the first fully digital
protection systems, many of the important issues for licensing digital systems
surfaced. One important issue is the intensive effort of reviewing and licensing
software. The Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) of Canada did not have
confidence that the software could be changed without error. Subsequently, it was
determined that some set points in the system needed to be changed. The set point
changes required substantial resources.

Recent experiences with large-scale software development efforts in the nuclear
industry have shown that the V&V effort can be very labor-intensive and time-
consuming. The most promising approach for streamlining V&V is to have well-
established cost-effective methodologies, to reuse application software modules, to
employ established commercial programs, and to develop software development
and V&V tools. However, very few commercial programs have been formally
qualified for general use in nuclear applications, and application software modules
are typically validated only for the immediate use. There is a tendency for each new
application system design to start over, not to use the most efficient design
architectures, and, therefore, to incur excessive V&V costs. This tendency is
exacerbated because established software development methodologies do not focus
on the issue of available software for reuse and how its general capabilities can be
validated once, rather than repeatedly for each application.

Because of the crucial role that V&V and software reliability play in digital operator
support systems, there is a need to emphasize five themes:

development of a method for classifying systems,
development of a set of metrics,
development of V&V methodologies,
extension and acceptance of appropriate standards, and
development of supporting software development and V&V tools.

The development of methodologies consists of a number of steps. These include a
survey of existing methods, techniques, standards, and lessons learned before
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starting to develop a new methodology. It is important to take advantage of
existing, proven capabilities. Judgment criteria for software V&V need to be
explored such as level of required reliability and cost/benefit measures. Another
important step is the technique to create validation test cases that are adequate for a
given application. The V&V tests should be able to search for unintended
functionality as well as obvious bugs. Finally, the developed methodology must be
thoroughly tested.

The developed methodologies need to be flexible; i.e., they must be able to
accommodate the level of V&V required for a specific application and its required
reliability. The methods need to allow for new requirements to be implemented
since frequently, software is not completely defined at the beginning of the project.
Prototyping can be useful in developing the complete set of requirements.

Verification refers to the confirmation at each stage of the life cycle that the design is
ready to proceed to the next stage. For example, software modules are individually
verified against their design specifications before any integration of the modules is
allowed to proceed. Validation involves confirming that the software system fulfills
all of its requirements. For conventional systems having a once-through, or
waterfall life cycle, validation activities are performed at the conclusion of the
development cycle. However, for iterative life cycles, such as those relying on
prototyping and evaluation, validation activities must be performed throughout
the development cycle if costly fixes are to be avoided.

Verification and validation should be an integral part of the software development
life cycle. The methods for V&V will vary depending on the phase of the software
development.

Although a methodology should define a variety of techniques for V&V, it should
leave the software engineer with enough flexibility to emphasize those techniques
that are most relevant and feasible for the desired system. A broad-based
methodology should include enough techniques to cover the software classes of
interest and should provide some guidance for selecting and emphasizing the
appropriate techniques from those available. In addition, the methodology must be
flexible enough to allow for a varying depth of V&V to be applied, depending upon
the importance of the software to plant operation or safety.

Appropriate acceptance criteria must be defined in advance. Acceptance criteria
should consider the type of software, the context of the application, and
consequences of the various failure modes. For example, the acceptance criteria for
an expert advisory system, which is expected to behave as well as a qualified person,
may be quite different from that of an analysis code that is expected to precisely
reproduce some numerical value. Definition of appropriate acceptance criteria will
be an important input to any standards activity.
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Ш. Contributed Materials

Electric Power Research Institute (United States)

The following are descriptions of verification and validation activities and products
at the Electric Power Research Institute.

1) Verification and Validation Guidelines for Expert System Software and
Conventional Software

As computer-based systems have become more prevalent in nuclear plants,
growing concern has been expressed by the USNRC for the potential for software
defects to cause safety problems. The development of software with proven quality
is necessary to overcome this concern. During software development, a systematic
approach to verifying that the software is designed to its specifications and
validating that it works as designed is important to achieving high reliability.
Guidelines for performing verification and validation on all software including
expert systems is needed. Expert systems have some unique V&V requirements in
addition to those needed for other software.

The objectives of the work are to develop a comprehensive identification and
evaluation of verification and validation techniques which apply to all types of
software. The objectives also include a comprehensive set of guidelines for
performing verification and validation for expert systems. These guidelines help
select the appropriate verification and validation techniques based on the
complexity and required integrity of the expert system. These guidelines describe
the steps which are needed to perform the appropriate verification and validation
activities. This includes appropriate acceptance criteria for each step.

The benefits of this work is that it identifies and evaluates the different types of
verification and validation techniques for software. It develops guidelines, that are
dependent on system complexity and required system integrity, for performing
verification and validation for expert systems. Reliable software is required for
nuclear power plant applications. Verification and validation techniques applied
during software development can help eliminate errors that could inhibit the
proper operation of digital systems and cause safety problems. Proper verification
and validation techniques applied at the appropriate places in the software life cycle
can reduce the cost of software development.

The methods, that have been identified in the project to be the most useful, have
been tested on two expert systems so far. Guideline information is usable
immediately by the utility for developing the verification and validation plan. If
utility personnel intend to perform the verification and validation activities
themselves and they do not know how to do some of the techniques selected, they
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will have to learn how to use these techniques. The time to do that is dependent on
the techniques selected.

This work is described in the publication EPRI TR-103331, "Guidelines for
Verification and Validation of Expert Systems in the Nuclear Industry," Volumes 1-
8,1994.

2) Handbook of Verification and Validation for Digital Systems

In the nuclear power industry, the conversion to digital instrumentation and
control systems has gained momentum during the late 1980's and early 1990's. The
nuclear power industry and its regulatory authorities have tested the digital waters
cautiously, in recognition of the high visibility of nuclear power plants and their
potential impact on public safety. To support digital systems, many techniques and
tools for V&V have developed. Industry standards governing the quality of critical
systems are rapidly being established by consensus.

The approach of the Handbook of Verification and Validation for Digital Systems is
to draw on existing standards, EPRI guidelines, utility project experience and
licensing histories as input. The aim is to provide a road map that helps utilities to
understand how V&V requirements apply to the software life cycle for a specific
project, develop a V&V plan, and select the most appropriate techniques for testing,
inspection, and analysis.

The V&V handbook will be gradually and evolved to encompass the emerging
results of EPRI research and guidelines as well as to include new utility experiences.
To accommodate this shifting base of information, a "loose-leaf' approach will be
used, so that updated information can be added as it becomes available.

An important component is the inclusion of real-world, utility case histories. Such
project-specific information is valuable for clarifying how the standards and
guidelines are applied in practice.

The initial scope of the handbook includes only digital systems for instrumentation
ands control in nuclear power plants, with emphasis on high integrity systems
having significant influence on the safety and/or operation of the plant. This
initial scope still encompasses a rather broad coverage of real-time monitoring,
feedback and feed forward control, protection, on-line diagnostics and similar
systems. Within these applications, the recently approved revision of IEEE Std 7-
4.3.2, "Standard Criteria for Digital Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power
Generating Stations", defines requirements for design and quality-related activities
at the level of the digital system. This broad guidance has been supplemented by
more detailed information from other U. S. and international standards and
technical literature.
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Despite the focus on digital instrumentation and control systems, the handbook is
organized to permit a subsequent expansion in other areas (e.g., off-line diagnostics
or engineering analysis) of interest to utilities. The scheme for classifying
applications provides the flexibility to accommodate a broader treatment in the
future.

This work is described in the publication EPRITR-103291, "Handbook of
Verification and Validation for Digital Systems," Volumes 1-3, 1994.

3) Verification and Validation Guidelines for High Integrity Systems

As analog hardware for safety systems in nuclear power plants becomes 20 to 40
years old, component failure and maintenance costs increase. The obsolete safety-
grade components are difficult to replace with similar analog components. This
motivates the process where analog based safety systems are being replaced with
digital safety systems in some nuclear power plants. This replacement with digital
systems also results in functional improvements, such as reduction in system
calibration drift due to continuous on-line calibration.

A major difference between hard-wired systems and digital systems, is the logic
stored in the digital computer's memory. The design, development, and test of this
logic is error-prone process. One logic error common to all redundant channels
may result in the loss of the safety function. The use of design verification and
validation methods enhances the quality of the software through independent
reviews of the development process and the product. While the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission has some guidelines for the verification and
validation of safety-grade software, they are not complete regarding advancing
technology. This research is to upgrade existing guidelines and improve on them to
reflect current technology.

This work concerns itself with high integrity systems which are defined in this
work to include all protective (safety and mitigation) systems in nuclear power
plants. Since it is impossible to guarantee fault-free operation, and since there are
divergent approaches in existing guidance documents, this work focuses on
establishing how the probability of failure in an unsafe manner could be verified to
be sufficiently low to be acceptable in specific situations. The following defense-in-
depth scenarios are postulated:

• A safety function backed up by another (safety or non safety) function.
• A very simple safety function (e.g., one having a single input and a single

output), providing a service the failure of which can be mitigated by other
plant functions.

• A safety function that is neither very simple (as in the above example) nor
is backed up by another function.
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For the first two scenarios V&V methodologies are described to distinguish between
products that do and do not have an acceptably low failure probability. For the third
scenario, this capability does not exist yet. However, by using two functionally
diverse implementations this scenario can be converted into the first one.

This work develops a multi-level safety classification system for nuclear power
plant instrumentation and control systems. This classification is adopted from
classifications applied in other industries and in military applications. Multi-level
classifications provide a systematic approach to reducing the verification
requirements where diverse software or functional diversity are employed. They
can also reduce the requirements for well isolated non mainline components in
critical programs.

This work is described in the publication EPRI TR-103916, "Verification and
Validation Guidelines for High Integrity Systems," 1994.

4) Survey and Assessment of Conventional Software Verification and
Validation Techniques

As computer-based systems have become more prevalent in nuclear plants,
growing concern has been expressed by the USNRC for the potential for software
defects to cause safety problems. The development of software with proven quality
is necessary to overcome this concern. During software development, a systematic
approach to verifying that the software is designed to its specifications and
validating that it works as designed is important to achieving high reliability.

The objectives of the work are to identify, evaluate, and rank the existing methods
used for verification and validation of software and to establish to what extent
existing V&V methods apply to expert systems.

The project team classified, characterized, and assessed 134 software V&V
techniques for software used in systems of varying levels of complexity and
required integrity. They used eight separate effectiveness factors to judge V&V
method effectiveness in detecting 52 types of software defects. For expert systems,
the methods were rated on whether conventional programming languages were
used in their implementation, whether the components were highly reusable across
applications, and whether the expert system component's potential defects could be
identified by formal means.

The primary result of this project was the discover}' that software V&V methods
used for conventional software are fully applicable to expert system software in all
aspects except the knowledge base. The four basic components of an expert system
are the inference engine, the knowledge base, the external interfaces, and tools and
utilities. The knowledge base is the name given to the set of questions and 4if/then'
responses that an expert system applies to solving a problem. The knowledge base
requires special tools for V&V. For the most part, however, all the conventional
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practices and principles of software engineering apply to expert systems. The report
also presents a classification and evaluation of the 134 conventional V&V methods
that can be applied to all software. No single method can find every type of software
defect. However, a set of V&V methods can be established with the aid of this
report to perform the opt imum V&V on software relative to the degree of
complexity of the software and the criticality of the systems it drives.

Software reliability has been cited as a primary concern of the USNRC in the
acceptance of software-driven computer-based systems in the control and operation
of nuclear power plants. EPRI and the USNRC Research Division have
cosponsored this investigation to help the industry overcome its concern. Both
organizations consider the report describing this work to be a milestone in the
acceptance of increased use of digital-based systems for nuclear plant applications. It
is part of a large project for developing V&V methodologies for expert systems and
testing them on given scenarios. Another EPRI/USNRC cosponsored effort
addresses software V&V for safety-grade control systems.

This work is described in the publication EPRI TR-102106, "Survey and Assessment
of Conventional Software Verification and Validation Techniques," February, 1993.

5) Workshop on Methodologies, Tools, and Standards for Cost-Effective,
Reliable Software Verification and Validation

Digital computer technology applications, both critical and non critical, raise
concerns about software reliability. Software errors can significantly reduce safety,
reliability, availability, and productivity of large complex systems. Software quality
must be built into the design and ensured by adequate verification and validation.
Cost-effective methodologies and tools can aid in developing high-reliability
software for power plant applications while enhancing software acceptance by users,
managers, and regulators. A major consequence of instrumentation and control
upgrades in power plants will be increased use of digital technology requiring high
reliability.

The objectives of the workshop are to transfer information on the state of the art of
software verification and validation; and to recommend actions for future
development of methodologies, tools, and standards for software verification and
validation.

The EPRI-sponsored software verification and validation workshop was held
August 7-9,1991, in Chicago. Hosted by the Commonwealth Edison Company, the
workshop was attended by nearly 100 representatives of electric utilities, equipment
manufacturers, engineering consulting organizations, universities, national
laboratories, and government agencies. Overall, the workshop was concerned with
the quality of a wide range of software applications, including conventional safety
and non safety software, digital control systems, digital protection systems, and
expert systems. The workshop included a keynote address, 21 technical papers, and
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five working groups that formed recommendations and plans for development of
future methodologies, tools, and standards to support cost-effective high-reliability
software.

Implementation of upgraded equipment, as indicated by EPRI's Integrated
Instrumentation and Control Initiative (report ЕРЫ NP-7343), is dictated by
considerations such as obsolescence of existing analog equipment, lack of spare
parts, and loss of analog support infrastructures. The need for enhanced capability
and flexibility as well as increased reliability and availability have also driven the
increasing use of digital technology. Difficulties arising from problems with digital
equipment software can affect plant safety, reliability, and availability. Software
design and development guidelines are needed to improve software consistency,
allow reuse of software modules, and facilitate the formation of tools to support
automated software development, verification, and validation.

The key points from the workshop are:

• Verification and validation should be an integral part of the whole
software life cycle—from requirement, specification, and codification
phases to testing, implementation, and maintenance.

• Software verification and validation is a major safety and reliability factor
in user confidence and regulatory acceptance.

• Rigorous and good practice methodologies as well as easy-to-use
guidelines are needed for all aspects of the software life cycle.

• Certification methods are needed for commercial software.
• Computer-automated software engineering tools for software

development, verification, and validation will increase cost-effectiveness.
• Methods, manuals, and tools are needed to bridge the gap between

standards and implementation.

This work is described in the publication EPRITR-100294, "Proceedings:
Methodologies, Tools, and Standards for Cost-Effective, Reliable Software
Verification and Validation," January 1992.

6) Verification and Validation of Expert Systems for Nuclear Power Plant
Applications

Verification and validation of knowledge-based expert systems enhances software
quality assurance and furthers acceptance of expert-system technologies. An earlier
report (EPRI NSAC-39) presented guidelines for verifying and validating
conventional software for nuclear power plants, such as the safety parameter
display system code. The increasing importance and use of expert systems in
nuclear power plants prompted a research effort to develop similar guidelines for
verifying and validating expert systems. Previous research under this project (report
EPRI NP-5236) classified expert-system types and examined the applicability of
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conventional V&V techniques to expert systems. The present report continues that
work.

The objectives of the work are to develop a methodology for verifying and
validating expert systems for nuclear power plant applications; and to describe
concepts and techniques that could help utilities perform such activities.

The project team reviewed nuclear industry experience with verifying and
validating conventional software for nuclear plants and explored the differences
between V&V for conventional software and expert systems. They classified expert
systems into the six types initially described in the report EPRINP-5236, each with
different capabilities and requiring different V&V techniques. After identifying
limitations in applying V&V techniques for conventional software to expert
systems, the team formulated ways to overcome these limitations and developed a
V&V methodology for expert systems.

Most expert systems can be categorized as one of six types, each with different V&V
requirements. The expert-system types use either codified or elicited knowledge
and may take into account uncertainty about the applicability of a rule or antecedent
condition or uncertainty about the appropriateness of the conclusions. This study
provides corresponding expert system V&V methodologies in a format similar to
that described in report EPRI NSAC-39 for conventional software systems. Using
these methodologies, utilities can validate and verify most expert systems currently
used in nuclear power applications, as well as perform limited testing of more-
complex systems.

The electric power industry has developed expert systems for an increasing number
of applications. V&V of these systems, used primarily in advisory rather than
decision-making capacities, provides important information on system quality. As
utilities apply expert systems to more critical applications in the future, V&V will
become essential. It remains an important research topic to the artificial
intelligence community, which can expect continuing V&V improvements.

This work is described in the publication EPRI NP-5978, "Verification and
Validation of Expert Systems for Nuclear Power Plant Applications", August 1988.

7) Approaches to the Verification and Validation of Expert Systems for Nuclear
Power Plants

In this project, EPRI undertook an independent evaluation of the Reactor
Emergency Action Level Monitor (REALM) expert system. REALM is described in
the report EPRI NP-5719. The results of this independent evaluation is documented
in volume 3 of the REALM report, EPRI NP-5719. Expert systems differ from
conventional software in using logical rather than procedural processing. As the
importance of verification and validation for expert systems became increasingly
apparent in the REALM evaluation, EPRI extended this study to explore approaches
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to performing these activities. Guidelines for the verification and validation of
conventional software used in nuclear power plant safety parameter display systems
appeared in report EPRI NSAC-39, but none were available for expert systems.

The objectives of the work are to develop general guidelines for the verification and
validation of expert systems for nuclear power plant applications and to describe
concepts and techniques that could help utilities perform such activities.

The project team drew on their own experience and on report EPRI NSAC-39 in
assessing the applicability of conventional software verification and validation
techniques to expert systems. At the same time, they were exploring the significant
differences between conventional and expert systems. Additional analysis of the
range of expert systems identified six categories requiring different levels of
difficulty in verification and validation techniques. Using the guidelines for
conventional software as a pattern, the team prepared guidelines for the
verification and validation of expert systems.

The acceptance of expert systems requires the verification and validation of the
knowledge base, as well as of the methods of reasoning about that knowledge.
Because of the way expert systems represent knowledge, the verification and
validation of the knowledge base are easier than for a conventional.system.
However, the methods of reasoning about the knowledge in expert systems are
more difficult to verify and validate. Nevertheless, many of the conventional
techniques apply. After summarizing the procedures used to verify and validate
conventional systems, the report sorts expert systems into the six categories and
discusses techniques for evaluating the systems in each category. In introducing the
guidelines, the report discusses success criteria, evaluation methodologies, and
system configuration control. It then presents guidelines for each phase:
requirements definition and analysis, design and prototype, programming and
testing, installation, and operations and maintenance.

Although utilities today use expert systems in primarily advisory rather than active
functions, the verification and validation of these systems are important. As
utilities begin to use expert systems for more-critical applications in future,
verification and validation will become essential. The increasing use of these
systems in other industries will also contribute to the development of verification
and validation techniques specific to expert systems.

This work is described in the publication EPRI NP-5236, "Approaches to the
Verification and Validation of Expert Systems for Nuclear Power Plants", July 1987.

8) The EPRI Knowledge Acquisition Workshop Handbook

Expert systems can improve personnel productivity and performance in the electric
power industry. The technology is proven, but how can the industry extract
knowledge from experts and represent it in a form useful to utilities? EPRI
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prepared this handbook to teach utility personnel the techniques needed to program
their own expert systems.

The EPRI Seminar on Expert Systems, held in Boston in May 1987, demonstrated
the many expert systems developed by the electric power industry and illustrated
their capability to improve human productivity and performance. Utility
personnel possess the expertise required by most of these systems. However,
extracting this knowledge presents a major bottleneck in expert-system
development. Tools to extract knowledge and represent it in a form useful to
utilities could help the industry develop its own expert systems.

The objectives of the work are to prepare a handbook of knowledge acquisition and
representation processes; and to use the handbook in knowledge acquisition
workshops for utility personnel.

The project team surveyed relevant literature to gather information on manual and
automated techniques for acquiring knowledge from experts and text. They then
evaluated the usefulness and applicability of the techniques in all stages of the
knowledge acquisition process. The team assessed available representation
methods and related the methods to the types of information required by utility
expert systems. In addition, they reviewed techniques for verifying.and validating
the systems. The team compiled this information into a handbook for distribution
at knowledge acquisition and representation workshops. The project team hosted
two workshops for utility personnel — the first held in Palo Alto in November 1987,
and the second held in McLean, Virginia, in October 1988.

In general, the complete knowledge acquisition effort for an expert system requires a
collection of methods:

• Techniques for eliciting knowledge from experts include observing how
utility personnel perform familiar or difficult tasks and conducting
interviews with personnel to determine what information they use to
complete the task.

• Methods for extracting knowledge from reference material-include pattern
recognition techniques to analyze sentences and identify key concepts.

• Information representation techniques include rule, object, and frame
representations.

This handbook describes and evaluates techniques for extracting knowledge and
representing this knowledge in expert systems. Other course materials include
view graphs.

Expert systems under development have wide application in the electric power
industry, particularly at nuclear power plants. For a large percentage of these
applications, the expertise resides in the minds of electric utility personnel. To
glean this knowledge for use in expert systems, utility personnel require precise and
efficient knowledge extraction and representation methods. The handbook
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enhanced the effectiveness of the two EPRI workshops; the handbook, view graphs,
and videotape will help utilities conduct their own training programs. In addition,
engineers and programmers interested in preserving their corporate expertise and
harnessing the power of knowledge will find the handbook useful.

This work is described in the publication EPRI NP-6240, 'The EPRI Knowledge
Acquisition Workshop Handbook", February 1989.

9) Verification of EPRI's Nuclear Power Plant Emergency Operating Procedure
Tracking System (EOPTS)

EPRI's Emergency Operating Procedure Tracking System (EOPTS) for BWRs was
created to reduce reactor operator load and human error under nuclear power plant
emergency conditions. This report describes a method for systematically verifying
EOPTS. This method can help other utilities in verifying their EOPTS.

The man-machine interface is important to nuclear power plant operations. The
LWR Owners Groups have developed emergency procedure guidelines (EPGs) to
give guidance in preparing plant-specific emergency operating procedures (EOPs).
EPRI subsequently developed an expert system known as EOPTS (report EPRI NP-
5250) to reduce reactor operator load and human error when using" EOPs. EOPTS
validation was completed in February 1989; however, verification of its accuracy
was limited to a few scenarios and did not cover the overall knowledge base.

The objective of the work is to perform a complete verification of EOPTS functions.

The author first established the verification framework through a document survey
that identified the internal structure of EOPTS, various verification methods, and
key characteristics in testing the knowledge base. He then designed and developed
testing tools and associated methods for using them. Finally, he applied and
illustrated detailed verification methods.

Ninety-nine percent of the EOPTS rules were dynamically tested. The remaining
rules could not be tested dynamically because of simulator limitations. A static test
method provided verification of these remaining rules. This report describes
verification findings in the rule-base and the kernel program, along with their
resolutions. Overall, the EOPTS uses 380 on-line data points, which are updated
every 8 seconds; it also contains 601 rules in the rule base. The verification effort
indicated that:

• Modularization should be considered during the development of an
expert system.

• The "NOT" or "OR" function should be verified carefully in an on-line
real-time expert system because the data points are updated every cycle.
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• The on-line data input module should be separated from other parts of
the kernel inference program to increase maintainability of the kernel
program.

• The combination of input data points should have as much variation as
possible in testing an expert system. It is recommended that expert systems
such as EOPTS be tested using a simulator.

EOPTS has the capability to reduce reactor operator load and human error under
nuclear power plant emergency conditions. It is particularly well suited as a
simulator enhancement in the training of reactor operators. EOPTS helps operators
take correct emergency actions. It is important that EOPTS be validated and verified
over a wide variety of emergency scenarios and operator actions. This document
shows utilities how to conduct their own verification efforts when implementing a
plant-specific version of EOPTS.

This work is described in the publication EPRITR-100648, "Verification of EPRI's
Nuclear Power Plant Emergency Operating Procedure Tracking System", September
1992.
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OECD Halden Reactor Project Institut for Energiteknitt (Norway)

A Lessons Learned Report on Software Dependability (Partial draft of Part I)

Introduction

Since 1977 the OECD Halden Reactor Project (HRP) has been actively working in the
field of software reliability and verification and validation. The activities in this
area have to a large degree consisted of a set of projects, most of them conducted as
joint projects with other signatory institutions.

The objective of this report is to make a review of all these projects. The report
contains descriptions of the actual work which has been made. The main emphasis
is, however, put on the observations and conclusions made on these activities, in
particular how they can be utilized by different types of organizations, as e.g.
licensing authorities, to assure adequate assessors, power companies and software
developers.

The report is divided into two main parts. Each of the parts are self consistent, and
may be read independent of each other. Part I is intended to be a guide through the
Halden activities and corresponding reports. It contains the following chapters:

• Short description of each project on software dependability, with
subsections on
- relevant reports
- a short abstract
- main results

• A glossary of terms
• A subject index with reference to the reports
• A summary of conclusions and recommendations

Part П describes the different projects in more detail. For each project there is a
separate chapter with sections containing:

• A fairly short description of the project.
• Reference to written material. Both main reports and shorter papers

(external papers) are included, but not intermediate reports which are
replaced by later ones.

• Observations. This includes observations made during the project, both
based on the results from the project as well as on the experience gained
by working on the project. As these observations are based on single
projects, they are not necessarily of general nature. They can, however,
support more general conclusions and recommendations.

• General conclusions and recommendations which areas supported by the
observations from the project. These general conclusions are based on the
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HRP V&V work in general, as well as on general views of the software
V&V community.

1-1 HRP Projects on Software Dependability

1-1.1 VTT - HRP diversity project.

Halden Internal Report HIR-95. 1978.
G. Dahll and J. Lahti: "Investigation of Methods for Production and Verification of
Safety Related Computer Programs"

Abstract

This project was carried to as a joint project between the Technical Research Centre
(VTT) of Finland and the Halden Project (HRP). The objective was to investigate
methods for developing and testing computer programs with high requirements to
reliability. The project consisted of five phases:

• a common specification of a DNBR trip program
• diverse development of two diverse programs at HRP and VTT
• mutual analysis of the other team's program

• reliability assessment based on the faults found in the test

Results

Investigation of

• the impact diverse programming have on software reliability
• different software development methods
• methods for static program analysis and their ability to reveal software

faults.
• the effect of back-to-back testing of diverse programs with different testing

strategies
Classification of faults produced in two diversify produced programs.
Application of different software reliability growth models
Application and evaluation of two methods for formal verification

1-1.2 The X-SPEX specification system

Reports

Halden Report HWR-98,1983.
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G. Dahll and J. Lahti: "The Requirement Specification System X-SPEX. Status and
Experiences."

Halden Report HWR-118, April 1984.
G. Dahll and J. Lahti: 'The specification Language X - Version 3.0."

Halden Report HWR-138, Feb. 1985.
J. Lahti: "SPEX - A Tool to Support the Specification with the X-Language."

Halden Report HWR-144, May 1985.
G. Dahll and J. Lahti: "Guidelines for the Specification in the X-Language."

Abstract

X-SPEX is a computer supported specification system which was developed as joint
effort between VTT and HRP. It was a follow up activity of the VTT - HRP diversity
project, where it was demonstrated that a good specification is essential for the
development of a reliable software system. The X-SPEX system consists of a
specification language, the X-Ianguage, and an associated tool, the SPEX program.

• The specification language X
• The associated specification tool SPEX
• A guideline on how to use the X-SPEX system

1-1.3 The PODS/STEM projects

Reports

Halden Project Report HPR 323, June 1985.
M. Barnes et. al., 'TODS (The Project on Diverse Software)"

Halden Project Report HPR 334, May 1988.
M. Barnes et. al., "Software Testing and Evaluation Methods"

Abstract

The PODS (Project On Diverse Software) project was a joint project between the
Safety and Reliability Directorate (SRD), Central Electricity Research Laboratory
(CERL), VTT, HRP. The main objective of the project was to provide a measure of
the relative merits of using diverse programs, as compared with any one of the
programs replicated in all channels, in a 2-out-of-3 majority voting protection
system. Three different programs based on the same specification and a test harness
were developed. This set-up was utilized in the STEM (Software Testing and
Evaluation Methods) project, with the same participants. The objective of this
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project was to further investigate software diversity as well as various software
validation methods and the possibility for software reliability assessment.

PODS and STEM were two separate projects, but they were so inter-linked that they
in this report are considered as one project, the PODS/STEM project.

Three diversity produced trip programs
A test harness
Assessment of:

the benefit of software diversity
specification methods
methods for static program analysis
different testing strategies
the use of seeded faults
software reliability models
software complexity measures

Studies of failure distributions
A fault classification scheme
Classification of faults in diverse programs

A record of effort used in the different programming phases

1-1.4 The SOSAT project

Reports

Halden Work Report HWR-211, May 1987.
G. Dahll e t al. "Tools for the Standardized Software Safety Assessment (The SOSAT
Project)".
Halden Work Report HWR-268, Jan. 1990.
G. Dahll and J. E. Sjõberg: "Software Safety Tools - the SOSAT 2 Project".

Halden Work Report HWR-343, Feb. 1993.
G. Dahll and J. E. Sjõberg: "SOSAT 3 - A Progress Report".

Abstract

The SOSAT (Software SAfety Tools) project has the objective to improve practical
analysis in the assessment of safety related software. This improvement shall be
reached by application of tools which can assist in the program analysis by
automating part of the necessary manual routine work.
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Within the SOSAT project a variety of tools has been developed which can analyze
programs implemented on a variety of micro-processors. A dissembler extracts the
program from a hexadecimal memory dump of the processor and translates it into
the common assembly language CAL. The CAL code forms the basis for the further
analysis. Various types of analysis may be performed by the SOSAT tools, including
basic program measurements and checks, static program analysis, and dynamic
program analysis. Programs are also being developed for symbolic execution and
worst case timing analysis.

The SOSAT project is a joint project between HRP, Technische
Überwachungsverein Norddeutschland (TiiV) and Gesellschaft fur
Reaktorsicherheit (GRS), and is sponsored by the Bundesministerium fur
Forschung und Technologie in Germany.

Results

The SOSAT tools set, which is a set of tools which can be used to analyze safety
critical software.
Experience in the use of the SOSAT tools on real cases and test examples.

1-1.5 The SAP-1 project

The SAP (Safety Assessment of Programs) project was a joint activity between SRD,
National Power-TEC and HRP on research into methods for development and
validation of safety critical software. The project consisted of four sub projects.
However, the last one. Software Fault Tree Analysis, was not properly concluded, so
only the three first are considered in this report.

Reports

Halden Work Report HWR-293, Jan. 1991.
Barnes, Bishop, Brewer, Bradley, Dahll and Siversten: "The SAP (Safety Assessment
of Programs) Project final Report on Phase 1".

Halden Work Report HWR-274- Oct. 1990.
T. Siversten, "Formal Development and Verification of Software - A Case
Example".

1-1.5.1 Software safety checks using stored tested paths.

Abstract

The objective of this activity is to investigate the applicability of an idea first put
forward by Ehrenberger and Bologna. The essence of this idea is to store all program
paths executed during the testing of a safety critical computer program. During on-
line execution of this program a check can be mad«! on whether the actually
executed path is found in the file of tested paths. If an untested path is followed, л
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special action can be taken, as e.g. shut down or another safety action, a message to
the operator or just a logging of the event.

Various aspects of this methods were investigated: How to store the tested paths;
how to check executed paths against the paths in the database of the tested paths;
which techniques are the best for generating the path base as well as for checking
against tested paths during execution. Another problem which was investigated is
how sensitive the method is to the selection of data used in the generation of the
basis of tested paths.

Results

Investigation of a method for test measurement and on-line checking.

1-1.5.2 - Worst case timing analysis

Abstract

The aim of this part of the project was to design a technique which could be use din
a systems safety (or reliability) analysis, where the estimate of timing is a critical
issue. This will for example be of assistance in safety studies, whereby time
response of a reactor protection system is critical in determining whether or not
protection will be afforded within the target time scale presented in the safety
studies commensurate with the rate of increase of a transient.

Three methods to estimate the worse case time were investigated:

• High Level Language Analysis: FORTRAN code was analyzed and broken
down into small units. The execution time of these units were measured,
and the worst case time was estimated on the basis of this.

• Analysis of disassembled code: A status analysis was made on the
disassembled code producing a worse case time initially in terms of clock
cycles and conversion to a time in seconds.

• Statistical analysis: The execution time of a program module was
measured with a large number of test executions and a statistical analysis
on the measured times.

Developed techniques and tools to estimate the maximum time to compute a
program module.

Comparison and evaluation of the technique based on application to a test case.

1-1.5.3 - Formal development

Abstract
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The formal methods subtask of the SAP project addressed techniques and methods
to ensure that safety critical software is developed and assessed in a safe manner.

A complete development of a simple example program was performed. The formal
notation Z was used to top-level specification. The example system was designed
using a process called 'data refinement'. This design was them implemented in
SPADE-Pascal, a "safe subset" of Pascal for which analysis tools exist.

Results

Evaluation of formal software development according to Def-Stan-0055.
Application of the Z notation and data refinement in performing a complete
development according to Def-Stan-0055.

1-1.6 SAP-2 formal methods

Reports

Halden Work Report HWR-320, March 1992.

T. Sivertsen, "Methods and Tools for Formal Software Development".

Halden Work Report HWR-364, Nov. 1993.
А. К Groven, T. Sivertsen, P. Bradley, M. Mistry, P. Jackson and A. Boothroyd, "The
SAP Project Final Report on Phase 2".

Abstract

A second phase of the SAP project (SAP-П) was concentrated on the evaluation of
different approaches to formal development with respect to applicability and
implications on safety and reliability. HWR-320 makes an overview over, and
comparison of, a variety of formal methods, classified into three main types:
Model-based methods (Z, B. Raise, and VDM), property based methods (Larch, Act
One, Affirm, Anna, OBJ, Pluss/Asspegique, Prospectra and CIP-L), and
communication and concurrence based methods (CSP, CCS, Unity and Petri Nets).

One representative method of each type, Z, Larch, and CSP were chosen for further
investigations. The different methods were evaluated using a suitable small but
realistic case example. HWR-364 gives an overview of this evaluation, provide
advice on the advantages and drawbacks of the different methods and approaches.

Results

Investigation of problems associated with developing a software system which is in
accordance to the customer's requirements, and how these problems can be
approached using formal methods.
Classification of Methods and tools for formal software development.
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Evaluation and comparison of Three approaches to formal software development
with respect to applicability and implications on safety and reliability.

1-1.7 Algebraic specification

Reports and publications

Halden Work Report HWR-260, Dec. 1989.
T. Sivertsen and H. Válisuo, "Algebraic specification and Theorem Proving Used in
Formal Verification of Discrete-Event Control Systems".

Halden Work Report HWR-276, Dec. 1990.
T. Sivertsen, "Automated Theorem Proving for Algebraic Specifications - Tool,
Theory and Applications".

Halden Work Report HWR-294, Jan. 1992.
T. Sivertsen, "Algebraic Specification Used in Qualitative Physics".

Halden Work Report HWR-331, Nov. 1992.
T. Sivertsen, "Algebraic Specification Used in Formal Software Development - Part
1: Specification".

Halden Work Report HWR-363, Nov. 1992.
T. Sivertsen, "Algebraic Specification Used in Formal Software Development - Part
2: Design and Implementation".

Abstract

The Halden Project has been developing a formal method for specification,
development and verification of software, based on algebraic specification. An
associated tool for theorem proving, the HRP Prover (HWR-276), has been
developed. It is based on a principle where equational axioms are considered as
rewrite rules.

HWR-331 and HWR-363 discuss in detail how a framework based on algebraic
specification and the HRP Prover can be used as a basis for formal development of
general software systems. HWR-331 concentrates on the specification phase,
whereas HWR-363 demonstrates how the specifications can be transformed into
efficient and implement able design, and implemented in a conventional
programming language. The result is a complete methodology for the practical
application of algebraic specification in formal software development.

The concern in HWR-260 is whether formal verification methods based on
algebraic specifications can be used to verify the correctness of discrete-event control
systems in a process environment. The report emphasizes the importance of
adequate, logic based, system, modeling. HWR-294 addresses this problem by
demonstrating how algebraic specification and the HRP Prover can be used as a
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common basis for three different approaches to qualitative reasoning about physical
systems. This supports the hypothesis that both representation of knowledge and
automation of reasoning of a physical system can be put into a more general
framework based on algebraic specification.

Results

• An Algebraic specification language
• The HRP Prover
• Application of algebraic specification and the HRP Prover on

- verification of process control systems;
- verification of data security;
- qualitative reasoning about physical systems;
- formal development of programs.

• The development of a complete methodology for the practical application
of algebraic specification in formal software development.

• A basis for the development of integrated tools for cost-effective design
and implementation of reliable software.

1-1.8 Validation of knowledge based systems

Reports

Halden Project Report HPR-341, Sept. 1992.
S. Bologna, T. Sivertsen and H. Vâlisuo, "Qualitative Modeling and Dependability
of Knowledge-Based Systems".

Halden Work Report HWR-323, Sept. 1992.
S. Nilsen, "Aspects of KBS Verification and Validation", HWR-323, OECD Halden
Reactor Project, Norway 1992.

Abstract

The problem on how to develop dependable knowledge based systems has been
addressed by the Project. HPR-341 discusses how ideas coming from software
engineering, control engineering and artificial intelligence can be combined to
develop dependable knowledge based control systems for industrial processes.
Instead of focusing on representational and implementation issues, knowledge
engineering has been treated as an explicit model building activity. These
investigations have also advocated the use of formal mathematical methods, and
demonstrated how these concepts serve as an appropriate foundation and
framework for the development of dependable knowledge based systems.

Certain aspects of KBS behavior can be verified using first order logic. A concept
developed at the Project, applies first order logic in the definition of so called rule
firing, completion, abortion sequences (HWR-323). Through examples, it has been
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demonstrated how it may be possible to verify aspects of a particular KBS
application by putting restrictions on such sequences.

Investigations on applicability of concepts from software engineering, control
engineering and artificial intelligence in the development of dependable knowledge
based control systems for industrial processes.

Investigation of the applicability of first order logic to verify aspects of KBS
behavior.

1-2 General Conclusions and Recommendations

This chapter constitutes a synthesis of the conclusions and recommendations made
on the different projects. It has been attempted to classify them into a framework
which is basically software life cycle oriented. Some aspects do not, however, belong
to any particular life cycle phase, either because they are relevant in all phases or
because they are special.

The classification scheme is adapted to contain classes where the actual conclusions
obtained from our research activities naturally belong. This chapter shall be
considered a complimentary contribution to more general guidelines on safe
software development.

Wherever a conclusion is clearly identified in one or more reports, a reference to
these reports is given. However, many of the conclusions and recommendations
are based on the general experiences obtained through the work, and therefore not
connected to any particular report.

1-2.1 Project management

This includes aspects which should be considered by the overall management of the
development and implementation of a system. It should contain aspects of project
organization, quality assurance, development principles, documentation principles
etc.

Good project planning together with project control documentation is essential for
a successful implementation of a project.

A computer based project support system, accessible via e.g. electronic mail by all
users, will greatly simplify the exchange of information and the management of the
project as well as the configuration control.

Quality Assurance (QA) activities should be precisely defined and made mandatory,
and a common level of QA should be enforced on all persons involved in the
development.
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The QA auditor should carry out spot audits to ensure that fault reports and change
notices are being applied and maintained correctly.

Inspections (reviews, walk throughs etc.) in all phases of the program development
are very cost effective in detecting, and removing, faults at early stages.

A computerized tools system which can be used as an aid throughout the whole
system development, from specification via design and coding to verification and
validation, is advantageous for the cost effective developments well as for the
reliability of the system.

All project documentation should be put into a computer-readable format,
including error reports and change notices, such that V&V activities can be carried
out by computer.

1-2.2 Specification

Specification is the phase in the software life cycle where the identification of a
need, and an idea to satisfy that need by a computer system is transferred into a
document which can form the basis for the further development and verification of
such a systems.

The specification is the basis for the future development and verification of a
software system. Deficiencies in the specification are often a source of faults in the
final system. These are also the faults which are most difficult to detect during the
V&V process.

A prerequisite for the development of a safe and reliable software system is
therefore a good specification, which should be correct, unambiguous, complete,
consistent, verifiable, modifiable, and traceable. A good specification system (i.e. a
specification language and associated tools) should support these attributes.

The specification phase can conceptually be divided into two subphases, viz.
requirement specification and manufacturer's specification.

1-2.2.1 The requirement specification

The requirement specification is the set of all requirements for a system, including
the functional requirements, as perceived by the customer, or user, of the system.
This is also in some reports referred to as the customer requirement.

Much time and effort should be devoted by the customer before he produces the
requirement specification. He should take into consideration all possible modes of
use, not only normal or proper use of the system.
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Information on the application of the system and the system seen in the context of
its surrounding will help to check that the requirement is reasonable. It may be
useful for the further development to form a mental model of the required system.
A hazard analysis of the system in its environment will aid in identifying safety
critical parts.

Redundant information (i.e. the same information expressed in different ways may
be useful to clear up ambiguities and thereby decrease the number of faults in early
phases.

Many shortcomings of customers specifications may be avoided if the customer uses
more formal methods from the beginning.

1-2.2.2 The design specifications

The design specification is the transformation of the requirement specification into
a precise and complete document which the developer, or manufacturer, can use as
the sole basis for the programming and verification of the system. This is also, in
some reports, referred to as the manufacture's specification.

The design specification should be made in a language which is easy to use by the
specifier and follow by the programmer, and prevent misunderstandings between
them.

A walk through of the design specification between the customer and the developer
should be made to resolve any misunderstandings.

The use of a strict specification language may require more effort by the specifier
than a specification in natural language would have done, but that is compensated
by the fact that it promotes discipline in the specification process, and enforces the
specifier to think through all problems and thus avoid faults from entering the
system. This is better than fault removal in later development phases.

The specification language should contain concepts which also comprises non-
functional requirements, in particular those which are meant to enhance safety and
reliability. (HWR-98)

The specification language structure should be suited for an automatic internal
checking of completeness and consistency. It should also support the final
verification of the software system.

Specification with state diagrams is useful to reveal potential faults in the customer
specification. (HPR-334)

The associated specification tool should be a guide through the specification process.
Such a tool is helpful to ensure that the software specification is internally complete
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and consistent. It should be easy to use by the specifier, therefore a good user
interface is essential. (HWR-98)

1-2.3 Design and coding

The software system should be designed according to the principles of structured
design, independent of which designed language is used. This simplifies the
further coding, in particular assembly coding. (НШ-95, HPR-323)

It is preferable to avoid faults in the first place by using better development
methods, languages and automated means of transferring information such as
system constants into the program code.

A design tool will ease the design phase and facilitate the design verification. Direct
code generation could be useful, but that has not been investigated in any of the
HRP projects.

Design and code inspection is very effective at discovering typical design and coding
errors, such as logical errors, counting errors, assembly code errors, clerical errors
etc.. (НШ-95, HPR-323)

1-2.3.1 Program languages

Although high-level languages are easier to understand, and hence intuitively
should lead to fewer errors being made, one cannot generally conclude that the
reliability of assembly code is lower than that of high level languages. If the
assembly code is based on structured design, and a thorough code review is
performed, it may be of high quality and sufficiently reliable. (HPR-323)

Standard compilers for high level languages used for safety critical programs should
only be accepted if long experience with the compiler has shown, to an acceptable
confidence level, that it produces correct code.

An alternative is to use a compiler specially designed for safety critical programs
Such a compiler should be based on simplified subset of high level language, be
proven correct to a high confidence level, and produce machine code which is
simple to analyze.

1-2.4 Verification and validation

A well structured specification is a necessary basis for the verification of the
program. All single requirements, functional as well as others, should be traceable
to the final program system

The seeding of artificial faults into the programs is an efficient way to measure the
efficiency of the program analysis and testing. The seeded faults should reflect the
spectrum of typical real faults. One should put emphasize on making at least some
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of the artificial faults very well hidden to increase the confidence that the
verification method is so extensive that it also finds the most concealed real faults
(HER-95, HPR-323, HPR-334)

1-2.4.1 Static analysis

Static analysis means to verify a program by inspection of relevant documentation,
either manually or by the help of tools.

Different status analysis methods has been investigated with respect to their ability
to detect faults. (HIR-95, HPR-334). None of them, neither separately nor
collectively, detected all the faults which were later found by back-to- back testing.
The applied status analysis methods does thus not seem not to be sufficient to detect
all faults, in particular not the most hidden ones.

The scope for thorough verification is determined by the quality of the design
documentation; documentation defects become especially apparent when
verification is attempted. Well structured programs are clearly more easy to analyze
than badly structured ones.

The machine code generated by a standard compilers is in general more complicated
and difficult to analyze with the SOSAT tools than assembler generated code.

Analysis and verification tools are helpful, through their reliability and
thoroughness. However, they are designed to assist, not replace, a human to
validate software. Manual inspection can still reveal errors (such as errors in
specification and efforts of transcription of system constants) which current tools
cannot detect.

Manual inspection coupled with simple control and data analysis was able to detect
a high proportion of faults with less effort than the more advanced verification
tools. It might well be more efficient to apply mudi simpler but less through
verification checks to detect and repair the most obvious faults before attempting a
more rigorous verification. (HIR-95, HPR-334)

Program modules in processor based equipment where the source code is not
available could be analyzed on the basis of a memory dump, e.g. with the SOSAT
tools.

1-2.4.2 Testing

Testing means to execute the program with a number of test data to get a confidence
that it performs correctly.

A major problem with testing is to produce an 'oracle', i.e. a procedure to state
whether the result of a program execution is correct.
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Since a balanced data set should check legal and illegal conditions, it is an enormous
and completely impractical task to make an exhaustive set of acceptance test data
with manually precalculated results.

An error in the precalculation may also induce a fault in the program, if it is
adjusted to fit to the acceptance test. (HPR-324)

A diversely produced program based on the same specification as the real program
is a sensible choice as an 'oracle' which can be used to check the correctness of the
output from the program execution. One should, however, in this case consider the
possibility of common mode errors. (НШ-95, HPR-323, HPR-334)

Back-to-back testing of diverse program is a very effective method to reveal
program faults. All known real and seeded faults were found in this way in our
experimental investigations. (HIR-95, HPR-323, HPR-334)

Back-to-back testing with computer generated random input data is also a very
inexpensive testing method, and can therefore be applied to a large amount of test
data. This is a way to obtain high confidence in a program. (HIR-95, HPR-323, HPR-
334)

A combination of sequences of random data and frequent restarts with random
start conditions is very effective to reveal program faults. Uniform random data
selection is simple and efficient. (HIR-95, HPR-323, HPR-334)

Process simulation data is less effective at revealing programming errors. However,
process simulation tests can be good for a validation of the specification. (HIR-95,
HPR-323, HPR-334)

The method of 'Stored Tested Paths' could be useful during testing, to measure the
effectiveness of the set of tests data. (HWR-293, ch. 4)

Path coverage is not sufficient measure for complete testing. (HWR-293, ch. 4)

1-24.3 Timing analysis

Timing analysis means to verify that a system performs its tasks within the required
time limits.

Three methods were used to estimate a worst case execution time of a program
module (HWR-293 ch.3). All gave similar estimates of worst case time when
applied to a test case.

Statistical analysis based on testing with a large amount random data was the
simplest method and required clearly the least amount of human effort. (HWR-293
ch.3)
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It is difficult to guarantee that there does not exist any particular set of input data
which requires substantially longer execution time that the estimated one. A more
analytical approach would then probably be necessary.

The possibility of interrupts external to the analyzed program would make the
timing analysis non-deterministic.

1-2.5 Failure modeling and reliability estimation

This contains the conclusions from various failure studies made.

1-2.5.1 Fault persistence

With good quality control and independent inspections, the large bulk of errors are
detected in the same or next phase to the phase they are made. (HPR-323)

The most persistent faults are the ones caused by discrepancies in the customers
specification. (HIR-95, HPR-323) A good specification is therefore essential to a safe
and reliable final program!

1-2.5.2 Reliability estimation

Our experiments did not show any correlation between complexity metrics and
reliability, except for the correlation between the number of faults and the program
size. (HPR-334) Complexity measures do not seem to be a good estimator on
software reliability.

Various software reliability growth models were applied to the failure data obtained
from the two software diversity experiments (HIR-95, HWR-334). None of them
represented an entirely adequate fir to any of the data set they were applied to. It is
difficult to apply reliability growth models to the programs with a low number of
faults, as is usually the case for high integrity software developed according to
software engineering recommendations and with good quality control.

Realistic data will probably result in lower failure rates than estimation based upon
uniform random data. (HPR-334)

A model for estimation of remaining faults based on the number of detected real
faults and seeded artificial faults seems quite applicable to safety critical software,
assuming that the artificial faults are as well hidden and as difficult to reveal as the
real ones. The estimation seems to fit well after the first, most easily revealed,
faults are found. (HIR-95, HWR-334)

1-2.5.3 Failure distribution

The main part of the failures in the PODS diverse programs were relatively
independent. There were also some strongly positively correlated failures, mainly
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due to common faults, and some strongly negatively correlated failures. (HWR-334
ch. 7.5.3)

Some fault combinations had an intermediate degree of dependency (HWR-334 ch.
7.5.4). A potential cause it error masking due to many-to-one mapping between
input and output. Error masking will occur to some degree in any program. It
should be possible to predict such dependency effects from a knowledge of the level
of error masking and the program specification.

The failure rates of the different faults appear to be exponentially distributed (HWR-
334 ch. 7.5.2). Growth models that assume constant failure rates for all bugs will be
unduly optimistic.

The commonly held assumption that the probability of failure per unit time is
constant does not generally hold when there is a correlation between subsequent
data, which is probably the most realistic assumption (HWR-334 ch. 7.5.5). This
makes it difficult to estimate a lower bound for a mean time between failures to a
given confidence level.

1-2.6 Safety defenses

In order to prevent serious consequences from failures or abnormal behavior of the
system, one can design certain safety measures into the system. These measures can
roughly be classified in two main types:

Fault tolerance which is to provide correct functional operation (or at least the
essential part of it), even in the presence of one or more faults in the target system.
This is particularly addressed in our research on software diversity.

Safety checks and actions which can be designed into the target system to detect
failures or abnormal behavior which may threaten safety, and initiate safety
defenses.

1-2.6.1 Software diversity

Software diversity (N-version programming) means an independent development
by separate teams of programs based on the same specification.

Diverse programs can be used in redundant channels with a voting mechanism as a
way of enhancing reliability and safety. Software diversity can also be used as a
means to extensive testing of a program for single channel use.

Diverse channels should be well tested, in order to avoid run-time discrepancies
which can be inconvenient, even if they are fault tolerant.

From the results of the PODS/STEM project one can conclude that software
diversity (HPR-323, HPR-334):
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• gives very good protection against non-common mode faults in the
program

• detects program discrepancies in all known cases
• provides no significant correction for common faults
• most common mode faults come from the specification, not the

programming technique.

The use of software diversity can clearly reduce the number of failures, and is
thereby an effective way to obtain high reliability. The methods more expensive
than a single development, but this should be weighed against the possibility of
finding obscure residual faults. A very high confidence in a computer program is
necessary before it can be used in safety critical applications.

The use of diverse programming teams is useful to detect, and resolve, ambiguities
in the specifications.

The quantification of the reliability enhancement achievable by diversity remains
an open question.

Acceptance tests can introduce common mode faults in diverse programs if they are
adjusted to fit an acceptance test which contains faults. Therefore careful checking
of discrepancies are advised. (HPR-334)

1-2.6.2 On-line checks

The 'Stored Tested Paths' method was investigated in the SAP project (HWR-293,
ch. 4). This method is technically simple to implement and use. The selection of
test data to generate a base of tested paths, as well as the modulation of the program,
but be made with great care if the method shall be useful for on-line checking. The
main problem is that correctly executed paths may not be in the tested path base,
and that a spurious action will be made.

The method is not able to trap all types of faults during on-line checking, only the
"path dependent" ones. But it is, anyhow, useful to be able to trap this type of faults
as an additional safety check.

1-2.7 Tools

Tools can be used throughout the development, from specification to verification.
This section contains conclusions from the use of tools and recommendation on
which requirements one should put on the tools.

Generally available (on commercial basis or free of cost) tools were used and
investigated in several of the projects. (HIR-95 ch. 6.4.2, HPR-334 ch. 5,6.1.1, 7.3,
Formal methods ref???) A general experience with many of these tools is that they
do not do what one expect them to do, what they do not solve the problems one
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have. One should take into account, however, that many of our observations were
made some time ago, and there is a fast development, and probably improvement,
of supporting tools. We have therefore not, in this report (???), made conclusions
on any particular tool, but rather on where we think tools should be used, and
which properties the tools should have.

To obtain the maximum benefit from advanced tools, they should be applied
during software development (when verification problems can be detected and
corrected) rather than retrospectively.

Computer assisted specification is helpful to ensure that the software specification is
internally complete and consistent. Extension of the tools into programming and
verification tools is also desirable. (HWR-98, F-M???)

A specification tool should be a guide through the specification process. It should be
easy to use by the specifier, and a good user interface is therefore essential. Graphic
displays, windows systems, easy text editing etc. are properties which will improve a
user interface. (HIR-98)

A tool should perform internal checking, like syntax-, completeness- and
consistency checks. The tool should also detect typographical errors in system
constants, for example by reporting outlines to patterns. (HIR-98)

The tool should produce good, and currently updated documentation. Later
modifications of the documents for any phases in the software development should
be facilitated with an automatic checking and updating of all other relevant
documents.

Analysis and verification tools are helpful, through their reliability and
thoroughness. However, they are designed to assist, not replace, a human in
validation of software. Manual inspection can still reveal errors (such as errors in
specification and errors of transcription of system constants) which current tools
cannot detect.

1-2.8 General recommendations

On the basis of the PODS/STEM results, the "ideal" development procedure for
safety related software would seem to be (HPR-334):

• Spend a lot of time on the specification, checking that both the system
constants and the function definitions are well-specified (preferably in
some formal notation).

• Apply static analysis tools during the design procedure to reduce
complexity and ensure that both the data flow structure and control
structures are easy to analyze and maintain.
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• Develop at least two diverse systems. Apply back-to-back testing to them
with a large uniform random data set. A high degree of coverage should
be achieved.

• For high-integrity applications, use three or more diverse programs on-
line together with voting logic and discrepancy recording, so that residual
faults can be detected and corrected.

• For low-integrity applications, use one version, but keep the other as a
testing aid when modifications and enhancements are implemented

Comment: This scheme of conclusions is based on the projects described until now
in the report. The chapters on formal methods, algebraic specification and
validation of KBS will be written later this fall. In addition to adding more
conclusions and recommendations to the scheme, it may also change its structure,
e.g. by adding a separate topic on formal methods.

1-3 Glossary of Terms

Accident: An unintended event with severe unfortunate consequences.

Hazard: A condition which can lead to an accident.

Safety: The probability that no accident will occur during system operation, over a
specified period of time.

Safety critical system: A system for which a failure may cause a hazard.

Safety relevant system: A system for which a failure may reduce safety, although it
will not necessarily immediately cause a hazard.

Target system: The system which shall be licensed. For simplicity it is referred to as
the system when no misunderstanding can occur.

Plant: The part of the real world to be controlled or monitored by the target system.

Environment: The parts of the external world, or persons associated with the plant,
which are affected with the plant, and which may be harmed by an accident caused
by the plant.

Quality Assurance: (ISO) All those planned and systematic actions necessary to
provide adequate confidence that a product, process, or service will satisfy given
quality requirements.

Validation: (EWICS) The process of determining the level of conformance between
an operational system and the system's requirements, under operational
conditions.
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Verification: (EWICS) The comparison at each stage of a system's life cycle to
determine that there is a faithful translation of one stage into the next.

Redundancy: (EWICS, IEC) Provision of alternative (identical or diverse) elements
or sys .ems so that any one can perform the required function regardless of the state
of operation or failure of another.

Configuration Management: A process for controlling releases and changing of
identified and defined software units during the software life cycle.

Software: (IEC) The programs, procedures and any associated documentation
pertaining to the operation of a data processing system.

Pre-existing software: Software modules which are made as standard components
for use in a broad application area, and not for a particular safety relevant purpose.

Reversed engineering: An analysis of the final program, where one goes backwards
(in the opposite direction of the program development) to find out what the
program does, and if this is in accordance with the requirements.

Symbolic execution: (IEEE) A software analysis technique in which, program
execution is simulated using symbols, such as variable names, rather than actual
values for input data, and program outputs are expressed as logical or mathematical
expressions involving these symbols.

Acceptance testing: (ШЕЕ) Formal testing conducted to determine whether or not a
system satisfies its acceptance criteria and to enable the customer to determine
whether or not to accept the system.

Artificial fault: A "typical" software fault which has been conceived by a human for
inserting into a program for testing purposes.

Back-to-back testing: (IEEE) Testing in which two or more variants of a program are
executed with the same inputs, the outputs are compared, and errors are analyzed
in case of discrepancies.

Control flow analysis: A method of static analysis which examines the flow control
of the software, i.e. (IEEE) the sequence in which operations are performed during
the —scutum of a computer program.

Specification: (IEEE) A document that specifies, in a complete, precise, verifiable
manner, the requirements, design, behavior, or other characteristics of a system or
component, and, often, the procedures for determining whether these provisions
have been satisfied.

Customer's specification: A functional specification defining the customer's
requirements on what the software has to provide.
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Data flow analysis: A method of static analysis which examines the data flow of the
software, i.e. (IEEE) the sequence in which data transfer, use, and transformation are
performed during the execution of a computer program.

Diversity: (EWICS, IEC) The existence of different means of performing a required
function.

Effort: The amount of man-days or man-hours required to perform a given task.

Error: The human action that results in a creation of a fault.

Failure: An instance of incorrect behavior of a program on a particular execution,
i.e. where one or more output values are incorrect, as discerned by the user or
customer.

Fault: A defect in the program design which will result in program failure under
certain input combinations.

Manufacturer's specification: The technical specification which is interpreted from
the customer's functional specification, and which forms the basis for the software
technical design.

Static analysis: (IEEE) The process of evaluating a system or component based on its
form, structure, content, or documentation.

Testing: (EWICS) The exercising of an item in a controlled and systematic way to
demonstrate the presence of the required function and the absence of unwanted
effects.

Project management: All aspects which should be considered by the overall
management of the development and implementation of the system. It should
contain aspects of project organization, quality assurance, development principles,
documentation principles etc.

Safety defenses: Safety measures design into a system in order to prevent serious
consequences from failures or abnormal behavior of the system.
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VTT - Automation Technical Research Centre of Finland (Finland)

Development of Verification and Validation Methods for Programmable
Automation Systems on a Pilot System

Background

STUK, IVO, and TVO have agreed with VTT on an experimental verification and
validation of programmable automation systems for safety critical applications (e.g.
reactor protection systems) in nuclear power plants. For this purpose they have
established a project, where methods and tools for the verification and validation
will be defined and experimented. Suitable experimental pilot systems from the
potential system vendors are needed for this purpose.

The purpose of the experiments is not the evaluation of the pilot systems
themselves, but to develop, test, and evaluate some essential methods and tools
needed for the safety evaluation of programmable systems.

Goals and Benefits

The ultimate goal of the project is to establish the necessary prerequisites for the
licensing of programmable systems important to safety in the new Finnish nuclear
power plants as well as in replacing old systems in existing plants.

The benefits of the project lie in that one learns to know and utilize the necessary
methods needed for the acceptance of programmable systems in applications
important to the safety of the nuclear plants.

Tasks

System evaluation

Methods needed to evaluate the correspondence of the system realization with the
requirement specifications.

Failure and reliability models

The failure mechanisms of the programmable systems will be recognized and their
influence on the system operation are evaluated. Preliminary safety analysis will be
done and central aspects of the system will be chosen for the more thorough
investigation, e.g. with Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) and Sneak
Circuit Analysis (SCA). Based on FMEA, the fault trees for the system and
embedded programs can be made, and the most important failure mechanisms of
the system could be revealed. Probability for the errors left in the programs will be
estimated based on different reliability models and measurement data from the
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system testing. Test results will also be used for the quantification of the probability
estimates for PSA studies.

Static analysis of programs

Static analysis tools will be experimented and use of recompilers tested for the
finding of discrepancies between source and object codes. Methods for the optimal
selection of test data and for the evaluation of the test coverage will be tried.

Test environment

For the dynamic tests of the pilot system a suitable test environment will be defined
and constructed. The goal is to establish an experimental test harness that could
easily be extended for the needs of a true validation case should such arise. The test
harness has the following parts:

test data generator
input driver
expect output driver
missing parts simulator
expected and measured output comparator.

Dynamic testing

The dynamic testing of the pilot system will be experimented on the test
environment.

Pilot System Requirements

The pilot system should be representative for a system important to safety and wide
enough to make possible to demonstrate all effects necessary for the evaluation of
the efficiency of the experimented verification and validation methods. It should
include the whole signal chain from analog and binary inputs to binary outputs and
have at least two parallel redundant channels so that the data transmission can also
be included as a test object. The system should be extensive enough so that
confirmation of the diversity principles applied against common mode failures can
be verified.

Besides the pilot system, also a terminal of ihe development system should be
available so that the system configuration can be studied and changed if necessary.
Further, the system specification documents and program codes are needed. All
specification documents and codes should be available as early as possible before the
actual dynamic test so that the reliability and failure mode analyses can be done
beforehand.
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Agenzia Nazionale per la Protezione dell' Ambiente (Italy)

Software Reliability

Presently software quality is assessed by controlling that the software development
is performed following a disciplined design process to ensure that:

• the software product is conform to specified standards,
• the software is developed following a top down design scheme ( system

requirement specification, module requirement specification, module
implementation, testing, system integration),

• documentation referring to each design phases is reviewed for
consistency, testability and complete auditability of the software product,

• baselines and an appropriate configuration control are established to
preclude unauthorized changes,

• verification is performed by an independent team to reduce the
probability of inconsistencies and undetected errors,

• verification can be based on a wide variety of techniques (static and
dynamic analysis, risk analysis, testing).

Although the above mentioned principles are generally applied in software
development, software reliability still remain one of major concerns in the .
application of computer in critical NPP's because of:

• exhaustive testing is not feasible for software systems,
• current standards provide general principles to assess software quality, but

few practical guidance on how to handle V&V is provided,
• current verification and validation process is essentially a qualitative

methodology mainly oriented to ensures that the software product is
auditable,

• no or few effective methods are presently available to measure software
quality,

• complex applications in critical contexts ( i.e. disturbance analysis; accident
monitoring) can require the implementation of complex calculation. The
V&V methodology in such a case is difficult to be applied and could
significantly affect costs and schedule constraints of the project.

Expert Systems

Expert systems (ES) potentially are a powerful tool to assist the operator in handling
the large amount of information that are characteristic of a NPP.

Typical applications of ES can be:

• to monitor plant key parameters and plant-component status,
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• to alarm and support the operator in the implementation of the needed
corrective actions.

Advantages of ES can be summarized in the followings:
• improved reliability being, at least the present generation of ES, systems

principally deterministic.
• elevate level of attention in respect to the operator.
• ES can effectively help operators to early detect a risk; the time gained may

be valuable in avoiding a further development of the malfunction.
• ES reduce the apparent complexity of the system by improving the way in

which information is presented (i.e. filtering alarms to mask irrelevant
alarms; prioritization of alarms based upon process state, etc.).

• ES enhance the interface between the user and the system, both during
design and operation (e.g. intelligent data retrieval and presentation,
graphical representation, hypermedia, etc.).

• ES design is based upon a prototyping process; this can facilitate the
communication between the designer and the end user, and make easier
the acceptance of the system.

Problems related to ES design are essentially in:

• the validation of the knowledge base and the validation of the inference
engine,

• the system and software reliability,
• the design process based upon a prototyping approach that make difficult

to apply the current V&V methodologies.
• the case of systems performing complex tasks ES could be required to

handle uncertain knowledge, imprecision and ignorance. In this case the
resulting systems could have a less deterministic behavior.

1) Validation of the knowledge base & validation of the inference engine

The validation of the knowledge base refers to methods and techniques to be used
to collect and transfer the knowledge of the experts in the conceptual model of the
ES. Typical topics to be considered in the validation are:

• the organization of the knowledge,
• the completeness and the appropriateness of the knowledge in respect to

the types of problems to be solved.
• the level of details needed to represent the application domain,
• the adopted reasoning models,
• the capability of the system to discriminate between important and less

important facts and rules.
• the capability of the system to handle uncertain knowledge,
• the correctness of the reasoning.

2) ES reliability
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Apart from reliability problems which are common to any automation system, ES
can present some types of failure which are typical of the ES systems These can be
summarized /hoi / as follows:

a) erroneous conclusion due to:

• inadequate reasoning (i.e. the inference engine is too simple in respect to
the types of problems to be analyzed).

• incompleteness cf the knowledge base (i.e. symptom set, conclusion set or
rules)

• incorrect priority of the rules

b) poor man-machine interface (i.e. ES poses ambiguous questions to the user)

3) Software reliability in ES

Software reliability problems in case of ES are quite similar to those discussed for
procedural software; principles are similar, however, their application need to be
adapted to some peculiarity of the ES

For example, the ES development environments presently in use are mainly
oriented to allow the fast prototyping of system; this poses considerable problems
for the validation of the system and the validation of the knowledge base being:

• a set of rules correct until new rules are added,
• the current design process and the related V&V process, based upon a

classic waterfall model ( requirements specification, design,
implementation, testing ), difficult to be applied.

• the resulting software less auditable in respect to the conventional
procedural software,

• the correctness of the reasoning difficult to be demonstrated as the
complexity of the system increase.

Standards

Appendix 1 reports a list of major standards currently in use for digital application
in nuclear field.

With reference to the above a study was performed in ref. / S w l / to compare
standards and to evaluate if they are providing sufficient guidance to developer,
users and regulatory authorities .

The result of the study can be summarized as it follows:

Hardware:
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Standards addressing hardware design seem to provide sufficient guidance to the
developer. A list of major standards currently in use follows:

ШС643
ШЕЕ603
ШС671
ШЕЕ348
ШС780
ŒEE344
ШЕЕ323
IEEE325

Software:

HW design ( single failure )

periodic testing
isolation
qualification
seismic qualification
environmental qualification
reliability

(1) Standards addressing software design emphasize the role of the V&V in assuring
software quality.

(2) Although significant progress are made in the development of formal methods
the V&V process remain essentially a qualitative engineering practice to assure
internal consistency of the design.

(3) Software standards especially focus on V&V to application programs; while few
or no guidance is provided in standards to V&V of pre-developed software (i.e.
commercial operating systems; tools supporting application software design ).

In case of the OSS most of the applications will use commercial operating systems
and, in some cases the development is assisted by tools. Although commercial
software is generally certified and supported by valuable operating experience,
guidelines should be developed to support testing in those cases.

(4) OSS can make use of AI techniques: current standards seems to be difficult to be
applied to AI technique. In particular there is a need to develop guidelines to:

• support the system development process based on fast prototyping;

• support the validation of the knowledge base and the validation of the
reasoning

• ensure the auditability of the resulting software

A surveillance activity should be initiated on standards to identify needs for new
standards ( if any ) and to identify needs for practical guidance to V&V.
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APPENDIX 1 - List of Software Standards & Guidelines

AECB draft - Proposed standard for software for computers in the Safety Systems of
Nuclear Power stations (based on IEC 880 ) - Draft 91

AECL/OH draft - Standards for Software Engineering of Safety Critical Software -
Draft 91

ANSI/IEEE-ANS-7-4.3.2 - Application Criteria for Programmable Digital Control
Systems in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Generating Stations - Draft 92

ANSI/IEEE-ANS-7-4.3.2 - Application Criteria for Programmable Digital Control
Systems in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Generating Stations - 1982

ASME-NQA-2a-1990 Part 2.7 - Quality Assurance Requirements of Computer
Software for Nuclear Facility Applications

CAN-CSA Q3961.1-89 - Quality Assurance Program for Development of Critical
Software

DOD 2167 A - Military Standards Defense Systems Software Development

IAEA - TRS - 282 - Manual on Quality Assurance for Computer Software related to
the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants

IEC 643 - Application of Digital Computers to Nuclear Reactors Instrumentation

ШС 880 - Software for Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Stations

IEC 987 - Programmed Digital Computers Important to Safety for Nuclear Power
Stations

IEEE 730 - Standard Software Quality Assurance Plans

IEEE 830 - Guide for Software Requirements Specifications

ANSI - ШЕЕ 828 - Standard for Software Configuration Management Plans

IEEiE 1008 - Standard Software Unit Testing

ШЕЕ 1012 - Standard Software Verification and Validation Plans

ШЕЕ 1042 - Guide to Software Configuration Management

JEAG-4609-1989 - Application Guidelines for Programmable Digital Computer
Systems in Safety Protection Systems of Nuclear Power Plants
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MoD-Std-0055 - The procurement of safety critical software in defense equipment -
(part 1: Requirements; Part 2: Guidance) -1992

MoD-Std-0056 - Hazard analysis and safety classification of the computer and
programmable electronic system elements of defense equipment - 1991

USNRC RG1.152 - Criteria for programmable digital computer system software in
safety related systems of NPFs -1985

NUREG/CR-4640 - Handbook of software quality assurance techniques applicable to
Nuclear Industry - 1987

IEC-SC45A-122 - Software for Computers In the Application of Industrial Safety
Related Systems

ESA-PSS-05-0 - ESA Software Engineering Standard

EWICS - TC7-1981 - Development of safety related software

EWICS - TC7-1983 - Guidelines for verification and validation of safety related
software

EWICS - TC7-1984 - Guidelines for documentation of safety related computer
systems

EWICS - TC7-1985 - Techniques for verification and validation of safety related
software

EWICS - TC7-1985 - System requirements specification for safety related systems

ISO 9000 - Quality Management and quality assurance standards; Guidelines for
selection and use - 1987

ISO 9000 - 3 - Quality Management and quality assurance standards - Part 3:
Guidelines for the application of ISO 9001 to the development, supply and
maintenance of software. - 1991

ISO 9126 - Information Technology - Software product evaluation - Quality
Characteristics and guidelines for their use

ISO/EEC JTC1/SC7 WG6 - Developers Guide to the evaluation of Software -
Working Draft, 1992

Activities presently in progress in ENEA related to Software Verification &
Validation are the described here.
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1) SQUID (Software QUality In Development process)

The purpose of the project is:

• define and develop models, methods and tools to assist the designer in
the development of software products. Reference is made to standards
ISO9001 (development process) and ISO9126 (final product).

• identify measurable indices to predict during the development phase as
well the quality of the design process as well the quality of the final
software.

• help the management to early identify potential quality problems in the
design process and to monitor and analyze the results of the changes.

The project sponsored by the European Communities (EEC) will make use as far as
possible of methods and tools developed in previous EEC programs (ESPRIT,
EUREKA). The project started at the end of 1993 with the participation of several
European partners; in particular, ENEA is involved in the testing and in the
evaluation of final product. The duration of the project will be about 2-3 years.

2) IPTES (Incremental Prototyping Technology for Embedded real time Systems)

The objective of IPTES project is to develop methodologies, tools and theoretical
results to support software development of real time systems. The IPTES
methodology and tools implement the Boehm's spiral principles by allowing the
development of embedded software as a series of prototypes being incrementally
refined; from the high level logical description to code in the implementation
language. The IPTES tool supports:

• the specification of prototypes at different level of abstractions
• the execution of prototypes where different parts are specified at different

level of abstraction
• the cooperation, in large software development, between different design

teams by enabling the execution of system models where different parts of
the model are located on different workstations.

Major components in IPTES are:

• a design models to express the structure of a future software system;
• an executable formal models to simulate the behavior of the system;
• an analysis models (like Petri nets) to support analysis of specific

proprieties of the system.

Expected benefits of the tool will be a better visibility of the development process, an
early detection of design errors and a reduced management risk in large software
development.
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The IPTES tool has been tested in ENEA to verify the effectiveness of the
incremental prototyping technique on a subsystem of the FTU (Frascati Tokamak
Upgrade) Plant Supervisory & Control System.

The study pointed out that the potential benefits of the method can be affected by
shortage of previous experience in implementing such approach, by customer's
difficulty in understanding the formalism and by educational costs needed to make
the analysts able to benefit of the technique. The program is sponsored by European
Communities under the ESPRIT program and ENEA is involved in the evaluation
and testing of the methodology.
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IV. Analysis, Results, Methodologies

V. Conclusions

This task is scheduled for completion by the end of the third year of this Co-
ordinated Research Programme. However, there are already many activities
underway which will contribute to this activity. In the United States,
methodologies are being developed for the V&V of expert systems and high
integrity software. A V&V handbook is being put together to help users with all
types of software. In Norway a large number of activities are underway to improve
the reliability of safety critical software. Included in these activities are the study
and testing of formal methods, the safety assessment of proprietary software tools,
the evaluation of commercial-grade software, and the V&V of knowledge-based
systems. In Italy work is being done on the V&V of expert systems. Work is also
being performed with others in the European Community on the status and future
requirements of standards and on the development of metrics for software V&V.
In Finland work is being done on the V&V of operator support systems. All of
these countries are developing classifications of software and are relating these
classifications to the level of V&V required to ensure reliable software.
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APPENDIX I. DEVELOPMENT OF AN OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEM.
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS, TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS AND THEIR DOCUMENTATION.
(Sketch)

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION :
A first specification document should

give the basis for the discussion of the proposal and
preliminary approval of an OSS. Main requirements and
specifications to be given are :

a) Object of OSS : Main motivation.
States of the plant where
applicable.
Operation functions and tasks
which are supported.
Main user.
Change or influence in human-
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EFRI/NPD :

Task 4.5.3
Determine What Requirements Should Be
Established for Verification and Validation of
OSS Software, and Which Techniques are

Available to Improve Verification and Validation

Joseph Naser

Research Co-ordination Meeting on Operator Support
Systems in Nuclear Power Plants

October 10-1 A, 1994

Rome, Italy

' Control Diagnostics * Information

EPRI/NPD

Task Participants

VTT - Automation Technical Research Centre of
Finland (Finland)

Agenzia Nazionale per ia Protezione dell'
Ambiente (Italy)

OECD Halden Reactor Project Institut for
Energiteknitt (Norway)

Electric Power Research Institute (USA)

• Control Diagnostics & Information
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EPRI7NPD

Digital Technoiogy Including
Operator Support Systems

Concerns about reliability

Methods and tools for quality software

Software difficulties can affect

- plant safety

- reliability

- availability

JAH.O175J>
! Control Diagnostics & Information.

EPRI/NPD

Verification and Validation

Process

- to ensure system is designed according to
its requirements

— to confirm system performs required
functions

: Control Diagnostics & Information
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EPRI/NPD

Objectives of Task

Evaluate V&V standards and methods

Develop new V&V standards and methods where
needed

Evaluate operator support system V&V needs

Methods and tools for consistency and efficiency

Technology transfer of V&V

juixnnt
1 Control Diagnostics & Information

EPRl/NPD

V&V Methods and Tools

• Enhance acceptance of digital systems
- users

- management

- regulators

• Address concerns

- deficiencies

- unintended functions

• Unexpected results

Control Diagnostics & Information

РадеЗ



EPRUNPD

Software Design and
Development Standards

More efficient software development

Better software consistency

Commercial-grade dedication

Reusable software

Software development tools

V&V tools

JMU1W
' Control Diagnostics & Information

EPRI/NPD :

Software Reliability

Importance requires need to emphasize

- development of method for classifying
systems

- development of a set of metrics

- development of a set of V&V methodologies

- extension and acceptance of appropriate
standards

- development of supporting software
development and V&V tools

JMU17&P
> Control Diagnostics & Information
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Finland
• V&V of operator support systems

• V&V of safety critical applications

• Defining and testing methods and tools for V&V

• Classification of software systems for different
levels of V&V requirements

• Goal is to establish the necessary prerequisites
for programmable systems important to safety

- new plants

- upgrading systems

1 Control Diagnostics & Information

: EPRI/NPD

Italy

Software reliability assessment

V&V of expert systems

Classifications of software systems for different
levels of V&V requirements

Standards evaluation

Models, methods, and tools to support software
development

Methods and tools for real time software
systems

JMU17S*
E Control Diagnostics & Information 10
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Norway

Many activities underway to improve reliability of
safety critical software

Study and testing of formal methods

Safety assessment of propnetary software tools

Evaluation of commercial-grade software

V&V of knowledge-based systems

Classifications of software systems for different
levels of V&V requirements

JMUl»J>
• Control Diagnostics & Information

EPRI/NPD

United States
Guidelines
- conventional software
- expert systems
- high integrity software
Handbook for V&V of digital systems
Verification and validation performed on
- safety parametric display system
- reactor emergency action level monitor
- emergency operating procedures tracking

system
Classifications of software systems for different
levels of V&V requirements
Workshop held in 1991
Considering V&V workshop in 1995

а 1 « я в " ^ и а в в Control Diagnostics & Information
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Conclusions

Task activities to be completed at the end of the
third year

All fours participants have active ongoing
programs

39 references given in task report

No analysis of results has been done so far

: Control Diagnostics & Information - ^ 13
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